
Lab Report 
Introduction 

In this introduction you will teach the general principles of genetics. Your opening sentence will be about why 
each of our 24,000 genes are unique because of sexual reproduction. Next, in your own words, explain how 
the rules of dominant/recessive determines which parent instruction is followed in an offspring. You will provide 
an example that was not a part of this lab. You must correctly use the following terms in your introduction: 2 
alleles, genotype, phenotype, homozygous, heterozygous, dominant, and recessive (notice how none of these 
words are capitalized!). This will be one paragraph long and must be how you learned this content in class, not 
off the internet.  If you copy EVEN ONE SENTENCE from the internet, a friend, a parent, etc. you will get 
an F on your lab report – do your own work!!! 

 
Beginning Question 

What were you to learn doing this lab? This must be a one-sentence QUESTION. [This was mentioned in class 
several times.] 

 
Procedures 

IN STEPS USING YOUR OWN WORDS, fully describe the procedures of this lab. Write this section with 
enough detail so that the reader would be able to know everything that you did and could duplicate it if they 
wanted to. YOU CANNOT USE PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN JUST THIS SECTION. 
 
You will write this section in “steps” (literally writing “Step 1”, “Step 2”, “Step 3”, etc) broken down into the 
following 3 parts with these exact headings: 

Part 1 – Determining Your DNA 
In steps, explain how you first determined phenotype for dimples, then the rules that determined the 
genotype and which letter was moved over for the gamete (you will list rules #1-5). After you explain the 
steps for dimples you will then make your last step Repeat these steps for remaining traits” (but do not 
forget to include the rule for the male gender gamete. You must include the 3x10 traits chart (the “short 
sheet”) at the end of Part 1 to explain the genotypes for each trait. 
 

Part 2 – Having a Baby 
In steps, explain how you traded information with a partner (you do not have to talk about how you chose 
your partner or gender) and then will take the allele for dimples from each gamete (one from the male and 
one from the female) and combine them to make the genotype for that trait in the F1 Generation. Don’t 
forget to cover the rule for multiple choices of phenotypes (rule #6). 
 

Part 3 – Having Grandchildren 
In steps, explain how you found another group with an offspring of different gender and then how both 
F1 offspring will form an F2 offspring. You do not need to go into the same detail as you did in Part 2, just 
refer the reader to the steps in Part 2. 

 

Data 

Your results section will consist of the following TYPED data tables: Female P Generation, Male P Generation, 
F1 Generation (Your Kid), F1 Generation (Their Kid), and the F2 Generation (Your Grandchild). The following is 
an example of just the first line of a whole chart so you can see what your formatting will look like but 
you will include the complete charts: 

 
Female, P Generation 

Characteristic Genotype Phenotype Gamete 

Dimples Dd Dimples d 

[You must have everything CENTERED in the boxes just like this example. Be careful that your computer does 
not change a lower case letter into a capital letter.] 

 



Analysis 

[Answer each of these questions (including #4) IN COMPLETE SENTENCES – do not write the questions!!  
Number your answers] 

1. I shared __ out of 9 phenotypes with my child and they were: [you will then list each trait in a bullet 
point] 

2. I shared __ out of 9 phenotypes with my grandchild and they were: [you will then list each trait in a 
bullet point] 

3. Giving an example using genotypes and phenotypes, explain how it would be possible for a child to 
have a trait that neither parent had (think about the only way a recessive trait can show).  

4. Construct two Punnett Squares – one below the other - for two separate traits using the genotypes from 
both yourself and your “spouse” (choose those traits where both parent genotypes are different but you 
cannot use gender). You must digitally make the 2x2 Punnett Square chart but you can carefully and 
neatly write out the crosses in and around the boxes. You must always use homozygous or 
heterozygous along with the phenotype for labels. BELOW each Punnett Square, TYPE the 
probability for each type of offspring and then indicate which outcome your “child” actually had 
and must be done in one complete sentence.  

Claims and Evidence 

Citing actual evidence from your results, restate your “Beginning Question” and then completely answer it.  
You will need to explain how traits are passed down to future offspring. All of the examples will come from the 
data you collected and you must cite at least 1 example of evidence and must track a trait over both 
generations. If you cannot find exact examples to use, you must talk to Mr. Strauss as soon as possible for 
help. 

 
Partners 

List the first and last names for everybody for both Couple 1 and Couple 2 including who was male and female. 

 

Grading 

1. The lab report MUST be typed in double space (including your name, date and period in upper right-hand 
corner) using ONLY 12pt., Arial font with black ink, on unlined, 8 ½ x 11 inch, white copy paper only on the 
front side. Must have 1” left and right margins and .5” top and bottom margins [your charts and Punnett 
Squares/labels must stay out of all margins]. The only parts of the report that can be done by hand is 
the work shown in the two Punnett Squares but the squares themselves must still be digitally made on the 
computer as well as the probabilities. Gluing anything is not acceptable.  

2. You MUST label each section of the lab report (i.e. “Introduction”, “Beginning Question”, etc) and your 
paper will look just like this lab report sheet with the same labels that are bolded and underlined along 
the left hand side of the paper in the same order. An appropriate, science-based title (not simply “Lab 
Report”) is centered below the heading – leave your name out of it! 

3. Neatness is VERY important as well as spelling, grammar, proper capitalization and indenting the 
first line of a paragraph. Must use formal voice (do not “talk to the reader”, no contractions, no text 
message spelling, no abbreviations – for example you cannot use “homo” or “hetero”). USE 
PROPER CAPITALIZATION EVERYWHERE! Be careful of sentence fluency - no choppy sentences. Do 
not exaggerate, use emotion or talk about how you feel about something. 

4. Do not leave just a section heading at the bottom of a page and then everything else starts on the next 
page – just move it all over to the next page. But also make sure you do not leave big UNNECESSARY 
gaps between sections or at the bottom of the page – any space bigger than 5cm will be considered 
unnecessary. You can split a data table but do not split a Punnett Square between pages. 

5. The lab report is due B.O.C. on Wednesday, November 13th.  

6. The last day Mr. Strauss will look over your paper and give suggestions is Wednesday, November 6th. 


